Premature disinhibition of P3 generation in schizophrenia.
P300 (P3) is a long-latency cognitive event-related potential (ERP) elicited by relevant target stimuli. P3 was recorded from 11 schizophrenics and 13 normal controls during a cued visual continuous performance task (CPT-AX). Cue-target sequences were presented at short and long interstimulus intervals (ISIs), in order to investigate working memory in schizophrenia. There was no significant between-group difference in P3 amplitude to validly or invalidly cued targets at short ISI. In contrast, P3 amplitude to invalidly cued targets at long ISI was significantly greater in schizophrenics than in controls, suggesting decreased ability to encode or maintain inhibitory representations of stimulus context. P3 amplitude is typically reduced in schizophrenic subjects in the auditory modality, and normal or reduced in the visual modality. This study, which demonstrates a paradoxical P3 increase to targets at long ISI, suggests that P3 impairment in schizophrenia cannot be attributed solely to structural deficits within P3-generator regions.